
Robi Lavin is a holistic consultant who is professionally involved with geomancy – knowledge of the holistic 

treatment of the environment and the human being – the holistic medicine of the environment.

He carries out examinations of the health of individual environments and offers advice. He uses the lithopuncture 

method to heal and harmonise. In architectural planning in the construction of houses and residential complexes, 

he adopts an integrated planning approach.

He devotes himself in particular to projects incorporating geomantic design and sustainable development 

principles. When working with businesses, he deals holistically with the working environment and employees.

In 2010 he received a special innovation award from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in the field of 

geomantic business consultancy

With ¨ Robi Lavin geomancy group ¨ , we offer  you integrated design of space which is based on the work of 

interdisciplinary team of experts: architect, landscape architect, urbanism and geomancy.

Integrated approach in design has aimed to harmonize open space (building site) with building structure in 

organic way. Organic way and organic worldview is state of the art knowledge where the world is not viewed 

anymore as conglomerate of mechanical parts, but as the integrated whole.

It is based on holistic analyses of building ground and taking in consideration the multidimensional content of 

space consisting of its physical component, typology of landscape, visual qualities, but also subtle energies of the 

area.

This approach integrates ecological aspects, social elements, as well as economical efficiency in order to achieve 

a quality of space.

Result is a solution which is in accordance with the complexity of the construction area and wider location, 

healthy living that should fulfil different needs of inhabitants. To succeed in integrated approach in design it is 

important that in each phase of design, there is a close cooperation of all parties involved in implementation of 

the project in order to emphasize creativity and group intelligence. 

Geomancy is  a  science about  the  influence  of  place  energies  on a  man  an vice  versa.  Through  geomantic 

aprooach I am able to research the characreristics of the place and consequences of the man¨s interfences. Each 

place is unique. Through the research of its characteristics I come to know if the installed architecture for the 

place.

Any interference into the place which is in harmony with the natural flow of energies, doesn” t obstruct those 

currents ( flows ), on the contrary, it can make them better. The interior furniture of the is of a great importance, 

too. I mean the arrangement of the elements, their shapes and materials as well.

At my work I am in toch with arhitects. The point of our cooperation is a proper installation of harmonical 

shapes in a place which stimulate natural flows of energies and effect people” s good feelings.

So, urbanistic and architecture basis are joined with a profound, intuitive geomancy research. The intention, 

style, building material and construction of the residence is energetically inforced, and the furnishing as well. We 

achieve save and harmonical place to live.

First I research the place geomanticly. The basical research includes a perception of the primary living field, the 

field that makes a place alive. According to the dispersion and damages of the needed living forces I find out the 

reasons for such a condition.

Each land and each house or apartement has its own specifical net of the meridians which are spread all round 

the world like a nervous system. The sources of the living energy and meridians represent a universal interactive 

order, exchanging the charges of the poles and enrichment of the environment.

In a new inhabited place the flows, currents, should go through people, too. Without souch an interaction the 

feeling is  artificial  and not  in  harmony.  Whenever  there are  difficulties in  a  living place  I  treat  them as a 

disharmony between the source of the force points where the energy comes out into a building, into people and 

environment.

I  do  surveys  and  measures  in  the  nature  and  in  the  map  and  according  to  the  measures  and  through 

interperception and the help of the tools and responses of my body I feel the vibrations of a given place..

After successful cooperation on several projects where we implemented geomancy and integrated holistic project 

management,  we  decided to  join our  expertise  and experiences in order to offer  this  knowledge in form of 

consultancy to third parties.  

We  found  out  that  nowadays  with  increase  environmental  sensibility,  the  ancient  traditions  and  modern 

knowledge  from quantum physics  provide state  of  the  art  approach to  complexity of  contemporary project 

development.

Geomancy is closely allied to the art of Feng Shui . Its purpose is to identify and neutralize the effects of any 

terrestrial or other energies which are not in harmony. 

Geomancy assesses the earth realm, or spatial relationship. It is helpful for optimum sitting and orientation of 

new construction. Work with homes, businesses, large parcels of land, farms, gardens, and the property 

surrounding structures. 



The objective in fieldwork is to balance and harmonize the inharmonious energies which flow through, or affect 

structures. This healing for the Earth translates directly into harmonizing of the interior space and future life of 

new development.

We provide consultations for a variety of different building types and project scales. 

Consultation modalities include: Spatial Analysis, Space remedy and enhancement, Harmonization of 

Landscape/Architectural/Interior Design with spatial analysis, Harmonization of Construction Planning with 

spatial analysis, Holistic Consultation for optimal project management


